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EXECUTIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Background

The Fantus Companywas retainedby the Massachusetts Department
ofCommerce and Industry to objectively evaluate the State's changing
attitude with respect to industry. As the nation's leading facilities location

consultants to private industry, Fantus is eminently qualified for this

assignment. Fantus looked at the business climate through the eyes of an
outside plant location decisionmaker.

Blended into the analysis were Fantus' plant location experience in

Massachusetts and elsewhere, input gathered from over 40 confidential

interviews held by the Consultant with top executives ofleading Massachu-
setts companies, and an independent review of development-related poli-

cies initiated in the past five years.

A summation of the Consultant's unbiased assessment is featured
below.

Conclusions

The basic conclusion drawn by Fantus is that Massachusetts' busi-

ness climate has vastly improved since the early 1970s. Through a series of
landmark legislative and administrative actions, the State has become
more competitive for the investment dollar.

State policymakers, acting with advice from the industrial commu-
nity, have fashioned a business climate reformation program hinging on
four guiding principles:

1. Remove obstacles blocking industrial growth.
2. Initiate actions to foster new industrial investment.
3. Get the cost ofgovernment under control.
4. Implement sound management principles in adniinistration of

government.

Fantus found that tremendous advances have been made in the
areas of:

• Tax Incentives
• Financing
• Special Inducements
• Customized Development Assistance
• Industry Retention and Recruitment ofNew Industry
• Unemployment Insurance Reform
• Fiscal Responsibility
• Changing Public Opinion

The Fantus Company
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As reported "by Pantus, the majority of Massachusetts industrialists

believe that the State's investment environment has indeed "become
more favorable. Consider two sample quotations from top executives of

Massachusetts corporations.

From a large electronics firm: "Massachusetts is putting its house in
order. For a change, business is getting a fair shake. Our reading is that this

responsible policy will continue for some time. Reflective of our confidence
in Massachusetts, we have plans to double our production capability here
by 1980."

A machine tool firm that carefully weighed relocation to the Upper
South told Fantus that: "Massachusetts' markedly changed attitude toward
industry was a pivotal factor in the company staying and expanding in the
Commonwealth."

The above illustrations typify the underlying convictions heldby
businesspersons that conditions have turned around in Massachusetts.

Results

The reversal of Massachusetts' attitude toward providers ofjobs has
borne impressive results. The number of in-state plant expansions soared
by 410% from 1974 to 1977. Within this same time-frame,jobs associated
with internally-generated growth more than tripled-reaching 9,900 in
1977.

Between 1973-1977, Massachusetts doubled its percentage share of

new plant locations in the Northeast. Although Massachusetts' manufac-
turing employment represents only 17% of the Northeast's total, it cap-
tured 19% ofnew production facilities in 1977.

Nonagricultural employment has advanced by 3% since 1974. Even
more germane to this report is that decline in manufacturingjobs has been
abated. Over an 11-year period ending in 1977, Massachusetts' manufactur-
ing workforce dwindled by 11.5% (80,000 employees). Manufacturing
payrolls exceeded 616,000 in 1977 -displaying a second consecutive year of

growth. Compared against the recession level of 1975, manufacturing
employment in Massachusetts rose by 3.7%.

In the full report, Fantus describes how each business climate
improvement measure affects the decision to locate new or expanded
industrial capacity in Massachusetts.

The Fantus Company
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Public and government attitudes toward business are an expanding
subject of inquiry by facilities location decision-makers. State governments
can and do affect location decisions both overtly and covertly by the kinds
of actions they take.

While government's concern about the providers ofjobs is an intangi-

ble element in the location equation, it is receiving far more attention than
in the past. States viewed as anxious to accommodate incoming industry
and committed to niaintaining an environment conducive to operating
healthy industrial enterprises, are the preferred locations for new plants.

Before establishing a production unit in a state, a company must be
assured that the public sector will be a help rather than a hindrance to the
firm's growth.

Too often, elected officials have merely given "lip service" to improv-
ing a state's business climate. The plant location executive must (and
usually does) look behind rhetoric for concrete action demonstrating a
state's commitment to industry.

Objective

Fantus was commissioned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to

supply an impartial review of the State's changing attitude toward busi-
ness. As the nation's leading location consultant to private industry we
were asked to evaluate recent efforts by Massachusetts' policymakers
aimed at upgrading the Commonwealth's investment atmosphere for
industry.

We were to measure the performance of State government in the past
fewyears as it relates to industrial development. In effect, this report
answers two critical questions. They are:

1. Has Massachusetts embarked on a course to

encourage private investment in the State?

2. Is there evidence of continuity in the forces
which are encouraging to the private sector?

The Fantus Company
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Definition

Business climate has "become a nebulous and imprecise concept in the
field ofplant location. Some experts group all factors varying by geography
under the umbrella term -"business climate." Others refer to it simply as

State and local governments' treatment of industry measured through laws
and administrative actions.

For purposes of this evaluation, Fantus has defined business climate
as Massachusetts' position toward industry reflected by economic develop-
ment legislation and policies.

Approach.

Fantus will gauge Massachusetts' business climate from the perspec-
tive of a plant location consultant. We bring to this assignment more than
58 years of service to private industry. Since 1919, Fantus has located over
5,000 manufacturing plants, offices, and distribution centers. This expo-
sure to corporate facilities location sensitizes us to the real needs of

industry and enables us to judge government's responsiveness to those
needs most affected by public policy.

In this report, Fantus will examine progress made in recent years and
indicate the significance, to industry, of specific measures. Basically, our
analysis will be an interpretation of trends portraying Massachusetts'
growing support for business and industry.

Empirical research for this task will be a blend of Fantus' first-hand
plant location experience and results obtained from a host of conferences
with top executives of leading Massachusetts firms. To elicit incisive and
frank remarks pertaining to the Commonwealth's business environment,
Fantus personnel held off-the-cuff, confidential interviews with over 40
selected (by Fantus) Massachusetts manufacturers.

Lastly, weighing heavily in our interpretative evaluation of Mas-
sachusetts' changing attitude toward industry will be Fantus' commercial
insight gained from serving private clients for over 59 years.

We feel the approach outlined herein is essential to establish credibil-

ity in the eyes of industrialists looking at Massachusetts as a site for new or
expanded productive activities.

The Fantus Company
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SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

Summary
Massachusetts is shedding its anti-industry image that persisted into

the early 1970s. Historically a prosperous manufacturing state, Massachu-
setts seemed to display an indifference to fostering continued industrial

growth. At the apex of the environmental movement, the Commonwealth
appeared to be at the opposite end of the continuum with respect to the
desires ofbusiness.

Since that time (mid- 1970s), the State has acted definitively on
several fronts to redress the situation. This document examines progress
made so far- from the viewpoint ofthe industrial community. For
those unfamiliar with current events in the "Bay State", the results will be
revealing and probably somewhat surprising.

Realizing the onus an anti-industry attitude places on a state and its

communities, Massachusetts has been rethinking its development-related
legislation. Evidence also points to a growing awareness and concern on
the part of the general public regarding the plight of industry in
Massachusetts.

While both business and government admit that additional measures
are called for to improve Massachusetts' competitiveness for industry,

there is agreement that steps taken to date represent a major departure
from past practice.

As one chief executive officer of a leading Massachusetts company put
it (in an interview with Fantus): "Support the executive and legislative

branches have given to business-oriented measures is a far cry from the
quicksand that would have engulfed such attempts six or seven years ago."

Another top executive of a large and expanding company headquartered in
Massachusetts said that: "In 1970 company policy was to locate all new
production capacity outside Massachusetts. This edict is no longer in force.

Today we are in the process of constructing a sizable new plant in Greater
Boston."

These are merely two examples of investors' budding confidence in
Massachusetts.A terse statistical analysis also suggests a correlation
between fresh investment and Massachusetts' new-found attitude toward
business.

Results

Massachusetts accounts for about 17% of manufacturing employment
in the New England and Middle Atlantic States. In 1973, 8.9% ofnew

*

production facilities built in this region were situated in Massachusetts.
Last year the Bay State captured 19% of the total. That is to say that in the
previous five years, Massachusetts has doubled its percentage share ofnew
investment placed in the Northeast.

The Fantus Company
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Most indicative of industry's faith in Massachusetts is the investment
patterns of companies located in the Commonwealth. It is these corpora-
tions that are closest to a reading of the State's business climate.

In 1977, some 330 Massachusetts plants consummated physical
expansion plans that added over 9,900 payrolls to the State's industrial

economy. Contrasted against 1974 figures, last year's totals are astounding.
The number ofplant expansions leaped by 410% while jobs associated with
in-state generated growth more than tripled.

True, a gradual economic recovery certainly propelled the need for

Massachusetts firms to expand. But, it is unlikely that this robust in-state

industrial expansion would be occurring if Massachusetts companies did
not expect to realize a good return on investment made in the Common-
wealth. More than any other single indicator, this healthy rate of expansion
by existing industry lends credence to the fact that a new era has dawned
in Massachusetts. The business climate has dramatically improved and the
State is dedicated to sustaining this momentum.

On a macro-scale, employment statistics also affirm a buoyant econ-
omy in Massachusetts, which is not simply coincidental with the State's

more business-oriented attitude. Between 1974-1977, nonagricultural
employment rose by 3.0% (from 2.34 million to 2.41 million). Moreover,
and what is germane to this report, the slide in manufacturingjobs has
halted. On the decline since 1967, the manufacturing work force actually
grew this past year. What's more, comparing 1977 to the recession year of

1975, it is seen that Massachusetts registered a 3.7% rise in manufacturing
employment (up from 593.8 thousand to 615.9 thousand).

Conclusions

Massachusetts has been perceived as one of the highest cost states in
which to do business. Many businesspersons attribute this situation to an
overextended social policy and an irresponsible fiscal philosophy. Both the
current administration and the legislature have become aware ofthe
deleterious effects this type ofpublic sector attitude has imparted on
industry.

The general theme expressed by businesspersons with whom Fantus
spoke was that industry is now getting more mileage out of its tax dollar.

Furthermore, tax policies are not adding to the heavy burden industry
must share to pay for State government operations. Contrariwise, tax
concessions have been granted to expanding businesses.

The Fantus Company
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To help counterbalance the cost of operating in Massachusetts
(which is not as expensive as some investors think), the Commonwealth
has enacted several important pieces of legislation. This signals a philo-

sophical change from one of indifference to one of active involvement in

promoting industrial growth.

Reckless spending has been shunned and the State's so-called "give-

away" attitude has been reshaped in line with financial realities. The rate of

increase in Massachusetts' budget has been slowed dramatically. In fact,

spending projections for 1978 call for a 16.5% decrease over last year's

level.

Private sector management methods are forcing the State bureauc-
racy to be more accountable and hence more efficient. Fiscal conservatism
is likely to prevail in the near-term as it looks like Massachusetts has
learned its lesson well.

• Investment Tax Credit. Three percent of the cost of depreciable,

real and tangible personal property may be credited against the
State excise tax.

• Payroll Tax Incentive. A ceiling has been established above
which payrolls are not counted for computing State income taxes.

• Expansion Incentive. To the benefit of corporations with sub-
stantial property and payroll in Massachusetts, the sales factor in
calculating State income tax has been doubled (from 3% to 6%).

• Sales Tax Exemption on Machinery and Equipment. Machin-
ery, replacement parts, materials, tools, and fuels directly used in
manufacturing are not subject to State sales and use tax.

• Loss Carry-Over. Start-up corporations may carry forward losses
sustained during the first five years ofbusiness.

• Employment Opportunity Tax Incentive. Industrial employers
can receive a $500 credit against the State excise tax for every new
fall-time job created in the State.

• Urban Job Incentive. Facilities locating in eligible urban areas
can obtain both a property tax credit and a payroll deduction for up
to 10 years. The latter is not available to firms benefiting from the
employment opportunity tax incentive.

The Fantus Company
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Massachusetts Business Development Corporation. Small and
medium-scale entrepreneurs can secure up to 100% financing
when unavailable through conventional channels.

Massachusetts Industrial Mortgage Insurance Agency.
MIMIA issues mortgage insurance for up to 90% ofland and
building costs and 80% for machinery and equipment outlays.

Massachusetts Community Development Finance Corpora-
tion. Front-end capital can be furnished by the Corporation to
industrial operations in economically distressed areas, where
equity and flexible debt are in short supply

Industrial Revenue Bond Financing. While available in Mas-
sachusetts since 1967, revenue bonds have been aggressively pro-
moted only during the preceding two years. More than half ofthe
$1£4 million transacted since the law's inception occurred in 1976
and 1977.

Insurance Industry Tax Reform. This legislation is most reflec-

tive of the State's change-about relative to its treatment of industry.

It also is a first in public/private cooperation to stimulate
employment.

Tax bills of Massachusetts domiciled life insurance carriers will

be cut substantially. In exchange for the tax break, the 17 compa-
nies have agreed to invest $ 100 million over five years in Mas-
sachusetts firms unable to find financing at traditional lending
sources.

Unemployment Insurance Reform. Several important amend-
ments to the Employment Security Law were legislated in 1976. The
changes have tightened eligibility requirements and increased pen-
alties for those refusing to apply and/or accept suitable work. It is

estimated that these reforms have so far saved businesses over $60
million.

Industrial Training Assistance. Producers locating or expand-
ing in Massachusetts may specify and control individualized train-

ing programs at no cost.

The Fantus Company
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• Pollution ControlAssistance. Waste treatment and air pollution

prevention equipment are exempt from local property taxes in
Massachusetts. Additionally, revenue bonds can be employed to

finance pollution control facilities.

• Retention and Expansion of Existing Industry. The Mas-
sachusetts Department of Commerce and Development launched a
broad-based campaign to retain and encourage growth offirms
located in the State. Industrial development field agents have made
over 15,000 visits to local companies and a myriad ofproblems
have been solved.

• The Public's Response. Four anti-business referenda were
rejectedby the Massachusetts electorate in November 1976.

• Private Sector Support of State Development Efforts. In 1976,
an Economic Development Council comprising over 300 members,
primarily from the private sector, was formed. The Council's charge
is to help the Governor map pragmatic, business-oriented develop-
ment strategies. Cabinet heads also hold conferences with busi-

nesspersons and development groups throughout the State. These
meetings serve two purposes. First, is to acquaint manufacturers
with the State's development services. Second, is to help agency
heads keep attuned to the plight of industry.A Foreign Business
Council has also been created whose members act as ambassadors
for Massachusetts and supply leads on companies contemplating
investment in the United States.

• Reducing Red Tape.A one-stop application process has been
instituted for State environmental permits.

• Fiscal Restraint. State spending, which had increased 50% from
1972 to 1975, rose by only 7% from 1975 to the present.

Reinforcing this more positive atmosphere for business is a percep-
tible change in the general public's attitude toward industry. In 1976,
Massachusetts voters rejected four anti-business referenda. The defeat of
four out offour issues that were strongly opposed by industry represents a
hallmark in the public's reaction to Massachusetts employers.

The Fantus Company
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The current administratioii has proclaimed improvement ofthe
State's economy its number one priority. While some ofthe above programs
were not inaugurated by this administration, they have been vigorously
supported by the Governor. This is especially true for those laws which
were due to expire but were renewed by the legislature.

There is no question that incentives available to industry in Mas-
sachusetts are competitive with what is offered in most other states. Few
seem willing (or able) to recognize the tremendous strides Massachusetts
has made in its quest to provide an environment conducive to new
industrial investment.

However, those facilities location planners that have been closely

monitoring Massachusetts' investment environment concur that the state

is now more hospitable to industry.

One medical equipment producer cited the State's new moral support
of industry as a pivotal influence in the corporation's decision to build
another production facility in Massachusetts. This company's president
said: "We are image conscious and do not want to be headquartered in a
state that refuses to accept us as good corporate citizens. After examining
Massachusetts' track record on business-sensitive issues, during the last

few years, we are satisfied that the State is now truly concerned about the
fate ofbusinesses located here. We plan on staying and growing in
Massachusetts ."

The ensuing section of this report analyzes in greater detail each
pro-business measure and its meaning to the facilities location
decisionmaker.

The Fantus Company
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EVIDENCE OF MASSACHUSETTS' FAVORAELE
ATTITUDE TOWARD INDUSTRY

Overview

In the not too distant past, Massachusetts held the dubious distinc-

tion ofbeing one ofthe most anti-business states in the nation. Cognizant
that Massachusetts must vie in an acutely competitive arena for the
investment dollar, the State has been gradually transforming its attitude

toward industry

It cannot be disputed that Massachusetts' negativism, or at best its

indifference toward the private sector, has cost the State thousands ofjobs.

The current administration is resolutely determined to halt this fatuous
disregard for industry

Governor Dukakis has singled out improvement of the State's eco-

nomic climate as his administration's number one goal. The Massachusetts
legislature has likewise demonstrated its pledge to encourage industrial

expansion.

State policy designers and the business community now fully concur
that Massachusetts must continue to better its performance in four critical

areas:

1. Eliminate unnecessary impediments to growth;
2. Implement policies and legislation to foster

new industrial investment;
3. Get the cost of government under control;

and
4. Adhere to sound management principles in

the administration of government.

On The Right Course

Massachusetts has achieved noteworthy progress in fulfilling the
ambitious objectives mentioned above.

As location consultants to private industry, Fantus is unimpressed
with rhetoric and/or boosterism-too often the trademarks of State govern-
ments and their development agencies. We know Massachusetts well and
are sorely familiar with its historic environment for industry. Fantus is

convinced that the State has indeed reversed its posture regarding its

treatment of industry.

The Fantus Company
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This claim can "be substantiated, "by the far-reaching measures Mas-
sachusetts has instituted, aimed at enhancing the viability of industrial

firms operating in the State. These action steps, outlined below, go well
beyond "lip service" or "window dressing." They have real economic impact
on the cost of doing business in the Commonwealth. Recent legislative and
administrative changes also portend continuity in Massachusetts' commit-
ment to helping industry.

Massachusetts businesspersons are becoming more convinced that
the State has turned the corner in its handling of industry. The chief
executive of one electronic machinery firm visited by Fantus said that: "Had
it not been for the several business support measures recently passed by
the legislature, our new investment, which added 55% to capacity, would
have been placed in Texas rather than Massachusetts."

Featured below is a review of the positive actions Massachusetts has
taken in the past few years to upgrade its business climate. Industrialists

will see that progress made to date has been striking. The days of Mas-
sachusetts being characterized as unsupportive of industry are past.

Framework ofAnalysis

Fantus' evaluation of Massachusetts' more favorable attitude toward
business will be presented topically. The following categories ofbusiness-
assistance strategies will be discussed.

1. Tax Incentives
2. Financing
3. Special Inducements
4. Customized Development Assistance
5. Development Strategy
6. Unemployment Insurance Reform
7. Fiscal Responsibility
8. Changing Public Opinion

Tax Incentives

One ofthe most traditional tools employed by governmental bodies to

court new industry is the tax incentive. Southern States pioneered in this

approach back in the early 1950s. Northern area development agencies
were slow to realize the importance industry attached to such economic
stimuli.

Today, many Northern States, among them Massachusetts, offer tax
concessions comparable to what is available in the Sunbelt. Since the turn
of this decade, Massachusetts has effectuated several pieces oftax legisla-

tion highly attractive to industry.

The Fantus Company
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Tax inducements have a dual influence in the location equation. First

is monetary. State and local taxes (income and ad valorem) generally
constitute less than 6% of all costs that varyby geography.

Hence, in most cases (the exception being highly capital intensive

companies), differences in tax levies will not be a determining factor in the
site selection decision. Consider, for example, that in the majority ofplant
locations, payrolls comprise over 40% of all geographically variable costs.

Notwithstanding these operational realities, tax breaks do represent sav-

ings to expanding firms and are weighed in the location search process.

Perhaps more important than economics is the qualitative impact tax
incentives exert on the selection ofnew plant sites. Tax legislation designed
to stimulate investment is one of the best yardsticks to ascertain a state's

attitude toward industry. Tax policy is one of the few tools that the public
sector can use to contribute to the viability ofnew and expanding industry.

States that have either no tax incentives or slap nuisance taxes on
business (when revenue falls short ofprojections) are becoming increas-

ingly less desirous locations for industrial investment. Massachusetts can
no longer be legitimately classified in this category.

A laboratory instrument manufacturer told Fantus that: "If it were
not for the investment tax credit and urbanjob development incentive, we
would have closed up shop and moved south." This particular company is

now adding 350 jobs to its work force in Massachusetts.

The Commonwealth has instituted a group of tax reduction options
appealing to a broad range of industries (i.e., capital intensive, payroll
sensitive, etc.). These significant tax incentives are highlighted below.

Investment Tax Credit

Manufacturers (also research and development corporations) are
permitted to credit against State excise tax, 3% of the price of depreciable
real and tangible personal property (buildings, machinery, and equipment)
purchased during the year which is used and situated in Massachusetts.
This law goes beyond the federal investment tax credit by allowing inclu-

sion ofbuildings without limitation.

Payroll Tax Incentive

In the traditional three part allocation formula for computing State
income taxes (sales, payroll, and property), a ceiling has been established
beyond which payrolls are not counted for taxation purposes. The maxi-
mum share of exempted payroll is 25%. It is possible for a new or expand-
ing firm to reduce its State income tax by as much as 10% by taking
advantage of this incentive.

The Fantus Company
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Expansion Incentive

The weight ofthe sales factor in calculating state income tax liability

has been increasedby 100% (from 3% to 6%). Most resident corporations
expanding in Massachusetts will have lower tax bills by virtue of this

growth incentive.

Sales Tax Exemption on Machinery and Equipment

Machinery, equipment, materials, replacement parts, and fuels uti-

lized directly in manufacturing are not subject to Massachusetts sales and
use tax. In addition, this exemption was broadened in 1977 to include
research and development corporations.

Loss Carry-Over

Incoming manufacturers may carry-forward any losses sustained
during the first five years of operation.

Employment Opportunity Incentive

Massachusetts companies can be credited $500 against the State

excise tax for every new full-time job created in the State. Employees must
be hired from a defined, eligible pool. Before credits can be claimed, a firm's

employment must rise by 3% above a base year total. New enterprises can
claim this credit up to five years as determined by the following formulae.

Taxable Year Maximum Number of Credits

1 100% of full-time employees.

2 Second year full-time employees
less 20% of first year full-time

employees.

3 Thirdyearfull-tinieeniployees
less 40% of first year full-time

employees.

4 Fourth year full-time employees
less 60% of first-year full-time

employees.

5 Fifth year full-time employees
less 80% first year full-time

employees.

The Fantus Company
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Industrialists maybe granted this incentive as well as the 3%
investment tax credit.

Urban Job Incentive

Manufacturing plants, research and development facilities, and dis-

tribution centers locating in selected urban areas are eligible for two types
of incentives. Companies can receive the following tax breaks for up to

10 years:

a. Property Tax Credit. The credit against State excise tax equals
the positive differential between the effective property tax rate of

the locality in which the plant is located, and the State's overall

effective property tax rate per $ 1,000 of assessed valuation. This
credit can amount to a 47% property tax abatement.

b. Twenty-Five Percent Payroll Deduction. Firms are allowed to

deduct 25% of compensation paid to employees living in areas of

high unemployment or underemployment. To be eligible, the
employer must hire 20% or more ofhis or her workforce from
certified areas. Also the plant must have a training program
approvedby the Urban Job Incentive Bureau. Corporations may
select either the payroll deduction or the employment opportunity
incentive but not both.

Pollution ControlAssistance

Aware ofthe financial hardship conformance to environmental regu-
lations poses for industry, Massachusetts exempts waste treatment and air

pollution control equipment from local property taxation. Additionally,

such equipment, which qualifies as a deduction from net income, is

excluded from the tangible property base ofthe State corporation excise
tax.

Insurance Industry Tax Reform

In 1977 the State agreed to reduce over seven years, a 1% tax on
Massachusetts domiciled insurance companies. The formula will change
the 1% tax on gross investment income ofthe State's 17-life insurance
carriers to a 14% tax on net investment income. Insurance companies
headquartered in Massachusetts will realize a substantial reduction in
yearly tax bills as a result of this new law.

The Fantus Company
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Representing an innovative breakthrough in public/private sector
cooperation to create jobs, savings accruing from the tax reduction
will be put into a fund to help finance small, growth-potential
companies located in Massachusetts. The State's seventeen life insur-
ance companies have formed Capital Resources Co. which will have a $100
million pool for investments in Massachusetts. During the next five years
the company will make unsecured, reasonable interest loans to Massachu-
setts enterprises that have been turned down at least twice for reasonable
interest loans by conventional lenders.

Here is an example of industry-oriented tax reform advantageous to

both the public and private sectors. Insurance carriers benefit from lower
tax levies. The State stands to gain from a more competitive and healthier
life insurance industry Small business will be able to overcome a heretofore
nearly insurmountable obstacle to growth- obtaining debt financing at fair

interest rates. By lending monies, insurance companies could conceivably
enjoy additional profits (from the investments). Finally,jobs will be
spawned through the expansion of small firms.

The literature is replete with vagaries about ensuring the stability of

small-scale enterprises. However, few states have gone beyond superficial

solutions to prompt the growth of small businesses. Massachusetts has
devised a small business aid program underpinned by dollars and cents
support from public and private sources.

Massachusetts life insurance executives are justified in hailing this

new tax reliefand reinvestment plan as signaling a dramatic turnaround
by the State in its quest to protect the viability of its business and industry.

Financing

Capital formation stringencies have put greater emphasis on the
availability oflow-interest financing, especially for the small and medium-
size firm. Massachusetts has established several mechanisms geared to

financing new industrial projects. Through these State sponsored pro-
grams, practically any promising enterprise can secure loans or obtain
requisite debt guarantees to leverage investment capital.

These financing vehicles (two ofwhich have been formed in the past
three years) have posted substantive results since their inception, as seen
from the following discussion.

Massachusetts Business Development Corporation

MBDC will furnish up to 100% financing to small and medium-size
firms who cannot acquire loans from conventional channels. Essentially,

the Corporation provides a secondary capital market.

The Fantus Company
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Companies can also employ the financial consulting services ofMBDG The
Corporation has aided a host offirms since its formation in 1953.

Massachusetts Industrial Mortgage Insurance Agency

MIMIA can issue insurance for 90% ofthe cost ofland and building

on a mortgage with maturityup to 30 years. Insurance for machinery and
equipment can "be supplied to cover 80% of costs with mortgage maturity of

15 years.

Provision of mortgage insurance enables a company to borrow from
conventional lenders. In its first year of operation, MIMIA issued four
insurance commitments for companies whose expansions will supply 235
newjobs.

Massachusetts Community Development Finance Corporation

The Corporation provides front-end capital to businesses in areas
where economic conditions are acute and equity and flexible debt (to

stimulate the local economy) are in shortest supply. Equity from MCDFC
and the new mortgage insurance program combine to leverage additional

financing for growing businesses in Massachusetts.

The State has set up MCDFC with an initial capitalization of

$10 million. Projections call for MCDFC to generate $30 million in private
financing which will yield $40 million in increased tax revenues and
decreasedunemployment costs during the first 10 years of operation.

Industrial Bond Financing

While available in Massachusetts since 1967, the sale of industrial

revenue bonds has been heaviest during the past two years. More than half
ofthe $124 million transacted since the law's enactment occurred in 1976
and 1977.

State enabling legislation permits local governments to issue revenue
bonds for industrial construction. Some 110 communities have local devel-

opment corporations or financing authorities through which industrial
revenue bonds maybe sold.

Massachusetts communities can also finance pollution abatement
and solid waste facilities through the sale ofindustrial bonds in unlimited
amounts.

From 1973-1977, there have been 55 companies that have financed
physical expansion with industrial revenue bonds. Issuance ofthese tax-
exempt bonds in Massachusetts, as in any other state, must conform to
Internal Revenue Service constraints.

The Fantus Company
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Special Inducements

In the last several years, Massachusetts has acted decisively on the
"behalf of individual companies seeking to add new production capacity
A few examples of direct assistance to incoming or expanding industry
include:

• Grant of $£85,000 to a local development corporation to be used as
matching money for $775,000 loan from the federal Economic
Development Administration. These funds were used to prepare a
site for a Massachusetts corporation to construct modern produc-
tion facilities.

• Extension of an access road for a new plant.

• Aiding an expanding manufacturer to side-step a "ban on new sewer
construction.

• Moving labor negotiations off dead center in a situation where the
company was about to relocate to another state.

• Rejection of a proposed night curfew at Boston's Logan Interna-
tional Airport. The ban would have disrupted freight routings of

many businesses.

The above types ofpublic sector support for industry are what have
propelled Southern States into a pre-eminent position in the field of

industrial development. Awakening to competitive realities, some Northern
States (Massachusetts included) now offer plant location assistance com-
parable to what is found in the South.

This direct approach to encourage the location ofindustry is highly
prized by site selection executives. Helping industry via road construction,
utility extensions, site clearing, etc., is welcomed by a new industry for two
reasons. First, capital outlays during the building stage can be lowered.
Secondly, less time need be expended in start-up planning. Often, when the
decision has been made to erect a new manufacturing unit, time is a critical

element. The earlier a plant becomes operational, the sooner a return on
investment can be realized.

Massachusetts acknowledges these crucial locational concerns and is

acting accordingly.

The Fantus Company
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Customized Development Assistance

Massachusetts furnishes the industrialist with an array offree serv-

ices designed to:

• Facilitate the site location process;
• Ease the burdens on new manufacturers;
and

• Assist firms already located in the Commonwealth
to overcome barriers to growth.

An overview of these programs follows.

Industrial Training

Facilities location planners are painstakingly aware ofthe difficulties

attendant with getting a new plant operational. One ofthe most frequently
occurring problems is the hiring and training of a workforce.

Massachusetts has two advantages which have meaning for the
businessperson contemplating an expansion decision. One is a large
reserve of trainable manpower. The second is a prolific method for training
that manpower.

State education officials have created an imaginative industrial train-

ing program that is the equivalent of, or superior to, what is available to

employers in other states, including those in the Sunbelt.

Byway of the Massachusetts Employment Training Assistance Pro-
gram, manufacturers generating a minimum of 10 newjobs can take
advantage ofmanpower training geared to the unique needs ofthe
employer. Some of the services offered to a company at no cost are:

• Screening ofprospective trainees;
• Furnishing outside contractors who analyze jobs, prepare lead-time
schedules, and assist in designing a tailored and effective training
plan;

• Remuneration for company provided instructors if so desired; and
• Teaching employees on a company's own machinery ifwarranted.

The Fantus Company
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Working with a private consultant (outside contractor paid for "by the
State), the employer has full control at every step of the training process.
Industrial training classes mayhe conducted in any of the State's voca-
tional education facilities or in-house as may he necessary

This complete pre-employment training package is available to new
or expanding firms free of charge. By virtue ofMETA providing a work
force familiar with a company's operation, prior to opening its doors,

start-up costs for new plants can be diminished.

Industry Retention

While the majority of states have gone to great lengths to recruit new
manufacturing payrolls, few have devoted resources to retaining and
capturing the expansion of existing industry. Massachusetts has been a
leader in promoting the growth of its industrial base.

In 1975, the Commonwealth established a "business contact" pro-
gram.A statewide field organization has been formed and specially trained
to conduct an ongoing calling program on the chief executives of the 8,000
largest firms in Massachusetts (representing two-thirds of all employees
in the State). The purpose of this campaign is to zero-in on potential and/or
current operational dilemmas and direct state resources to helping manu-
facturers solve correctable problems.

To date, over 15,000 visits have been made and a myriad of issues

resolved. The business contact program has a staff of 25. Its budget has
been increased by 46.6% over the 1976 level. Often, site location executives
are concerned about the treatment a plant will receive subsequent to its

establishment. As evidenced by this sizable undertaking to save jobs,
companies locating in Massachusetts can be assured of strong backing
from the Department of Commerce and Development.

Regional Conferences

In conjunction with the business contact program, the Governor and
cabinet heads hold quarterly conferences with manufacturing employers
throughout the State. These meetings bring together industrialists, local

development leaders, and state policymakers to discuss issues facing
Massachusetts companies.

Expedition of Permit Approval

One of the most tedious, time-consuming, and frustrating tasks asso-

ciated with opening a plant is gaining requisite permit approvals from

The Fantus Company
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state and local regulatory agencies. Massachusetts has set as a goal instal-

lation of a "one-step" office for state industrial permit applications.

Toward this end, the Commonwealth has made noteworthy prog-
ress, principally by trimming the permit approval process for
environmental conformance. Certain facets of the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE) have been
updated, unified, and streamlined.

The fundamental objective of these administrative changes is to

improve the efficiency with which requests for development are either

affirmed or denied. Time schedules have "been shortened as the Department
proceeds with a comprehensive and integrated approach for reviewing
projects. Restructuring of the Department of Environmental Quality Engi-
neering has been attained by important changes in three areas:

(a) regionalization; (b) mechanical; and (c) process.

Regionalization is at the heart ofDEQE reorganization. Massachu-
setts has been divided into four regions and each will have a small DEQE
team. A regional environmental engineer will coordinate all permit
reviews for his or her geographic jurisdiction. Regional engineers have
authority over all DEQE programs except water pollution control. Decen-
tralizing the permit review procedure means that industrialists will expe-
rience fewer delays, uncertainties and inconsistencies in securing
environmental permits.

In terms of mechanical improvements, an industrial project will now
receive a single authorization instead of multiple approvals. Process alter-

ations in DEQE entail computer tracking of projects, coordination with the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Review Act and selected quality con-
trol measures.

Regional engineers assign a number to each project and enter it on a
central computer. Every project is monitored daily to ensure adherence to

time schedules. Should the computer flag a slow moving permit, depart-
ment personnel begin tracking the process to isolate problems. This
system has compressed the length of the review period.

Upon permit application, the impact review routine required ty the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Review Act will be automatically
triggered. The MEPA review will run parallel to DEQE's regulatory review

Finally, aside from receiving daily computer reports on overdue
projects, the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering will follow permit requests and will meet often with regional
engineers to resolve problems and procedural questions.
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The foregoing steps have resulted in a tightened and simplified

environmental approval process much to the benefit ofnew or expanding
industrial operations.

Computerized Site Selection

With the cooperation of local development groups, real estate firms,

and utilities, the Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Develop-
ment is compiling a statewide industrial site data bank. This computerized
file will feature standard information describing all industrial acreage
currently on the market.

Manufacturing prospects will now be able to quickly pinpoint which
communities in the State possess properties meeting specified parameters.
Massachusetts' computerized site selection program will facilitate the
plant location process for incoming manufacturing firms.

Initiation of this service also represents a new spirit of public/private

sector coordination in Massachusetts. The quality and depth ofinformation
stored in the computer largely depends upon input from the real estate

community. Industrial realtors have consented to furnish the Department
of Commerce and Development with up-to-date profiles on available indus-
trial acreage. This indicates the budding confidence business and industry
have in the Department's industrial development efforts.

Development Strategy

Massachusetts has carefully and deliberately mapped out a strategic

plan to add new industrial payrolls. To infuse pragmatic and sound busi-

ness principles, the Governor has sought active participation of the busi-

ness community. Groundwork for the State's ambitious endeavor to win
new industry is summarized in the following paragraphs.

Economic DevelopmentAdvisory Council

An historical criticism of Massachusetts' business climate was the
absence of long-range industrial growth planning. To originate action
strategies that would harmonize both government and business develop-

ment goals, the Economic Development Advisory Council was born in 1976.

Among the Council's 300 members are business executives, local

economic developers, and various industry organizations. Counsel from
these knowledgeable and concerned businesspeople is utilized by the Gover-
nor to shape a more results-producing and responsive Department of

Commerce and Development.
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Guidance from the Advisory Council was instrumental in helping the
Department launch an indepth marketing campaign to attract industry to

Massachusetts.

Foreign Business Council

New plant investment by foreign manufacturers has been on the
upswing in the 1970s. Massachusetts development strategists know that

reverse investment comprises a fertile source for engendering more jobs.

Advisory in nature, the Foreign Business Council was created in 1977
to deliver intelligence on overseas companies interested in locating produc-
tion facilities in the United States. The Council's 47 members also act as

industrial ambassadors at home and abroad.

This is yet another illustration of the growing role business is playing
in formulating industrial development policy in Massachusetts.

Industry Recruitment

Massachusetts is now implementing a far-reaching program to cap-

ture more domestic and foreign industrial investment. The marketing
venture is predicated on a target industry concept.

State development representatives will center sales efforts on indus-
tries whose most pressing locational demands match the strongest assets
of Massachusetts.

Adopting such a game plan toward acquiring new industry allows for

maximum return on resources expended. This reasoning is in keeping with
the State's cost-consciousness relative to government programs.

The majority of state development agencies have not employed such a
selective and businesslike approach in seeking new industry. Massachu-
setts' industrial marketing project reflects the State's increasing sensitivity

to businessworld realities.

Newcomers to Massachusetts will provide additional tax revenues
thereby spreading the burden among all industrial firms. Moreover, as
Massachusetts intensifies its drive to recruit new plants, pressure will be
ever-present to improve the State's business climate. These are ancillary
gains that accrue from pursuing an intelligent economic development
program as the Commonwealth is now doing.
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Unemployment Insurance Reform

In the course of Fantus' facilities location experience in Massachu-
setts, a recurring and vociferous gripe aired by manufacturers was the cost
and administration of State unemployment insurance. Reacting to legiti-

mate criticism by industrial employers, the State passed several landmark
amendments to the Employment Security Law in 1976. Reforms most
widely praised by industry are:

1

.

Individuals must have been paid wages
in their base periods not less than
30 times their weekly benefit rates.

2. Penalty (disqualification for benefits

)

for refusing to apply or accept suitable

work has been increased from four to eight
weeks.

3. Only those full-time students less than
24 years of age can be claimed as depen-
dents under the dependency benefit provision.

4. The employer merit system has been re-

stored, which awards those firms with
stable employment records.

The aforementioned changes were passed in a legislature that has
often been dubbed "pro-labor." These forceful legislative actions point to an
increasing cognizance on the behalf of state politicians to the importance
of improving the operating environment for business and industry.

It is estimated that the unemployment insurance revisions have
saved Massachusetts employers well over $60 million to date.

Financial Responsibility

Endemic to any business climate improvement strategy is a display of

restraint in government spending. Admittedly, holding the line on expendi-
tures is a risky venture for any political entity. Necessary and often
unpopular monetary constraints are bound to raise the ire of special

interest groups.
Nevertheless, to stop escalation ofboth corporate and personal tax

bills, hard-nosed financial decisions must be adhered to. Massachusetts has
exemplified resoluteness in its attempt to pare the budget and end irra-

tional spending patterns.
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Corporate planners of Massachusetts firms are pleased with the
results. Now, instead of guessing which nuisance tax the State will slap on
"business when revenue falls short, company financial analysts know what
to expect on the tax front. Corporate taxes are being held down because of

Massachusetts' pragmatic budgetary policies.

Consider the tenor of a conference Fantus had with a well-known
computer manufacturer domiciled in Massachusetts. Quoting the chief

executive officer: "Massachusetts is an ideal place for this business. The
technological base that has evolved in Greater Boston is unmatched. There
is an abundant reserve ofhighly-trainable female labor and outside support
services are excellent.

"Yet, we were equivocating about adding a $25 million plant expan-
sion here. Serious thought was given to establishing a branch facility in
southern California or Florida. Until recently, State government spending
was out of control and there seemed to be a general disregard for industry?'

"I believe those days are now behind us. Top government people know
that a prosperous industrial sector is imperative to keep the standards of

living we all are accustomed to. Our company is flourishing, the State's

business environment is transforming, and we will probably expand again
in Massachusetts in the near future."

Following is an overview of the in-roads state financial experts have
made in restoring integrity to Massachusetts' fiscal status.

Fiscal Controls

Public sector expenditures have been increasing at a decreasing rate
in Massachusetts. In fact, 1978 spending is scheduled to decline by 16.5%
from a year earlier. The table below shows how well Massachusetts has
done in controlling expenses.

Percent
Expenditures Change from

Year C$000) Previous Year

1974 $3,603,550
1975 4,214,258 17.0%
1976 4,693,616 10.0
1977 5,142,999 8.7
1978 4,286,548 (16.5)
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In Massachusetts' budget for 1978, a $79 million surplus is antici-

pated. Besides balancing the budget, the State debt has been restructured to

lessen dependency on the volatile short-term money market.

A cap has been placed on the previously open-ended school building
assistance program, whose costs were spiraling out of control. Also,

monies are now being set aside for future liabilities of the State employees'
and teachers' pension funds, per recommendations by the Retirement Law
Commission after an actuarial study.

To say Massachusetts businesspersons are pleased with the State's

fiscal containment efforts is an understatement.A national food products
company with substantial holdings in Massachusetts related to Fantus:
"Management thinks Massachusetts has established fiscal integrity by
tightening its purse strings and engaging in astute financial planning."

Management

Pledging to "run this state like a business," Governor Dukakis
appointed a management task force from various sectors ofprivate indus-
try to conduct an extensive survey of all executive departments. The task
force was to recommend improvements and economies in government
management.

Over 300 recommendations were tendered and the majority were
implemented, saving tens of millions of dollars. Last year it is estimated
that over $45.5 million was saved as a result ofbringing modern manage-
ment practices to State government. To cite one key area, welfare error
rates have been cut by 50%.

Industry is both relieved and impressed that Massachusetts is follow-

ing time-tested business principles in adrninistering government.

One of the biggest manufacturers in Western Massachusetts noted
that: "Finally, the State has embraced modern management techniques that
is leading to waste elimination and balanced spending."

Lastly, the ballooning growth in state payrolls has been contained.

Along overdue, complete reclassification of the Commonwealth's employ-
ment contingent has been launched. As a corollary, a new collective

agreement will help assure three years oflabor-management harmony and
better employee performance.
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Changing Public Opinion

Alarmed over the defection of industrial concerns from Massachu-
setts and the out-of-state expansion "by companies headquartered in the
Commonwealth, the general public is displaying a more favorable inclina-

tion toward "business. In November 1976, four out offour anti-industry

referenda were defeated by Massachusetts voters.

The propositions which would have dealt a blow to industry involved:

• Uniform electric rates;
• Creation of a state power authority;
• Controls on bottles and cans; and a
• Graduated income tax.

Industry was backed on all four issues by the people. Election results
were judged a major victory for industry and signaled an about-face in the
public's attitude toward the providers ofjobs.
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Massachusetts
means business
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